ROUND 8 – Saturday 1st June – Match Report
AJAX vs Ormond

Day started brightly for the Jackas with an early set shot goal to Nico Cohen. AJAX had all the
attacking early in the first quarter, especially a bone crunching tackle inside 50 by Reece Israel. All of
the good work came undone as the visitors countered to kick two quick goals to take a 3 point lead
as quarter time approached. Right before the siren, the visitors kicked another to take a 9 point lead
at quarter time. Second quarter started nicely with the first goal well finished by skipper Nick Lewis.
We got the lead back thanks to a Eugene Routman goal, however the visitors answered our early
goals with one of their own to regain the lead. After a quiet second quarter, Ormond took a 1 point
lead at half time. The third quarter got off to a flyer with a second goal to Nico Cohen to give us an
early 5 point lead. But just like the first two quarters, Ormond responded with two quick goals,
putting the pressure back on us. The response came from Reece Israel who slotted a goal from the
goal square after a 50m penalty was awarded. After a tight affair throughout the third, the visitors
lead by a point going into the last. Fourth quarter didn’t start well for the Jackas with an early goal to
Ormond. The goals kept on coming for the visitors as they kicked away with 6 last quarter goals to
win by 39 points. A disappointing result seeming as though the game was there for the taking. Now
we have a much needed bye to get ourselves prepared for a big second half to the season.
AJAX next take on PEGS at PEGS Sporting Fields, Keilor Park June 15 at 2:00PM.
Scores
Seniors – 5.13 (42) def by Ormond 12.10 (82) - Goals: N. Cohen 2, E. Routman, R. Israel, N. Lewis
Best: D. Paltiel, A. Burstin, N. Cohen, J. Velleman, B. Caplan, N. Lewis

Development – 9.2 (56) def by Ormond 13.14 (92) - Goals: D. Cohen 3, J. Rubinstein, M. Feiler, D.
Smorgon, R. Kagan, D. Glass, J. Broons Best: R. White, D. Cohen, E. Blau, J. Bade-Boon, J. Tonkin, J.
Rubinstein
Next Development are away against PEGS at PEGS Sporting Fields, Keilor Park June 15 at 11:40 AM.
This week’s Thirds was all about belief. Belief in each other and belief in the structures that the team
has been building towards. Following an intense off-field session at training the playing group came
onto the field against Monash fired up with a renewed sense of purpose both in themselves and
each other. Each player knew their strengths and if every player committed to their role then a win
was only 4 quarters away.
The first half was fought tooth and nail with Daniel Wein a standout with two quick goals following
outstanding clearance work from Tela and Zev. Yakir was again a huge target kicking multiple goals.
With only one goal separating the team at half time, Josh Jones led the team into the rooms and
spoke passionately about taking the game on in the second half. Zev reminded the team that new
structures would always come with mistakes and if we took the game on then the win was ours for
the taking.
The second half started strongly with Josh Jones outstanding in the ruck winning multiple hitouts
while the tackling pressure from Raf, Krinsky and Barr-Wonders put Monash consistently under
pressure. A small fade out at the end of the 3rd quarter saw the team go behind going into the last
change. Inspiration comes in many ways but the 4th quarter saw the leaders of the team step up and
break the game open. The returning Tim Davis made a huge impact while Tela’s clutch goal from
40m out ended the game. A 4pt win and a huge lift going into the long weekend will see the Thirds
ready to push towards finals footy at the back end of the season.
Thirds – 12.11 (8 3) def Monash Blues 5.7 (37) – Goals: Havin 3, Wein 3, Jack Jones 2, Josh Jones,
Teleshevsky Best: Teleshevsky, Wein, Havin, Wein, Barr-Wanders, A. Herzberg
Next Thirds game is to be confirmed.

The undefeated U19 team came out firing as usual on our home turf. The undefeated Jackas playing
bottom of the table Old Paradians. The U19s played a solid first half with exceptional halves from
Matthew Lincoln and Blake Kagan. Whilst we lead the game on the field and the scoreboard, Old
Paradians didn't stop fighting. They were not strong enough however as the U19 Jackas drew their
lead out to 12 goals by the final siren to push their undefeated streak to 8-0. Well done to all U19
boys on another great win.
U19s – 17.8 (110) def Old Paradians 5.8 (38) – Goals: N. Micmacher 4, M. Lincoln 4, B. Efron 3, B.
Schauder 3, M. Hendel 2, O. Levi-Weitzman Best: B. Kagan, M. Lincoln, F. Shulman, B. Schauder, B.
Efron, N. Webb
Next Under 19s are away against St Bernards at St Bernards College at 11:40 AM on June 15.

The Jackettes continued their winning ways with a resounding 10 goal victory over St.Bernards. The
girls were relentless from the first bounce and were ferocious with their attack on the ball. The team
had plenty of motivation this week, with winger Al Fleiszig playing her 50th game and Isi Burstin
playing her last game for the season before leaving for an overseas trip. It started with Smart (3
goals) dominating the rucks and supplying Worth, Marget and I Burstin with plenty of the ball. Their
run and carry into the forward line was instrumental in setting up many attacks. Nankin was superb
in the air marking everything in sight and slotting home 2 goals. The Jackettes defensive structure
was impenetrable with Gabriel, Abraham, Grek and Caplan all outstanding Gdanski chipped in with a
great left foot snap at goal and M Burstin never stopped presenting. All round it was an excellent
team performance with some of the first year players Mitchell, Simmons, Norris and Klooger starting
to find their way. The team is looking forward to the weeks break, before resetting for the second
half of the season.
Jackettes – 10.10 (70) def St Bernards 0.5 (5) - Goals: M. Smart 3, L. Nankin 2, G. Mendelow, L.
Gdanski, J. Israel, I. Worth, H. Mel Best: L. Nankin, M. Smart, D. Abraham, M. Grek, I. Burstin, I.
Worth
Next the Jackettes are away against MCC at Beaumaris Secondary College at 11:00 AM on June 15.

Property of the Week

**ANZ ANCHORED** MULTI-TENANCY RETAIL INVESTMENT
Auction: Thursday 13 June 2019 at 1pm on-site
Well located property with commanding street frontage and three outstanding tenancies.
- Income: $321,430 pa (as at 1 October 2019)
- Land Area: 560m2
- Rear access with on-site parking
- Long term lease to ANZ
- Tenants: ANZ | JT's Crossfit | Sushi Gallery
Open for Inspection times:
Tuesday 4 June 2019 at 11:00am - 11:30am
Tuesday 11 June 2019 at 11:00am - 11:30am
Please call for further information or to arrange an inspection.

Matthew Feld 0415 803 348
Michael Ludski 0419 02 02 03

